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ABSTRACT 

In this paper we present analytic formulas to estimate the 
vertical emittance in weakly coupled electron/positron storage 
rings. We consider contributions from both the vertical disper- 
sion and linear coupling of the betatron motions. In addition 
to simple expressions for random misalignments and rotations 
of the magnets, formulas are presented to calculate the vertical 
emittance blowup due to orbit distortions. The orbit distor- 
tions are assumed to be caused by random misalignments, but 
because the closed orbit is correlated from point to point, the 
effects must be treated differently. We consider only corrected 
orbits. Finally1 the analytic expressions are compared with con- 
puter simulations of storage rings with random misalignments. 

INTRODUCTION 

In an ideal uncoupled ring there is no vertical dispersion or 
linear coupling. Thus the synchrotron radiation opening angle, 
which is very small, deterlnines the vertical emiltance. In prac- 
tice, this is not the case. First, vertical bending fields and a 
non-zero vertical orbit in the quadrupole magnets will directly 
introduce some vertical dispersion. Second, a non-zero vertical 
orbit through the sextupole magnets, vertical sextupole misalign- 
ments, or rotational misalignments of the quadrupoles couple the 
horizontal and vertical planes. This coupling has two effects both 
of which increase the vertical cmittance. It couples the horizon- 
tal dispersion to the vertical, causing an increase in the vertical, 
and it couples the z and y bctatron motion so that energy is 
transferred between the two. 

In this paper we analyze the effects of the coupling pertur- 
batively, i.r. assuming a large aspect ratio .5,/cy. We will first 
describe the closed orbit correlation function which we use to 
approsimatc a corrected closed orbit. Next we will calculate the 
dispersion resulting from both a distributioii of random errors 
and a corrected closed orbit. WC will then calculate results for 
the linear coupling in a similar manner. Because the contribu- 
tions from the vertical dispersion and the linear coupling are 
statistically independent, these contributions to ty simply add. 

CLOSED ORBIT 
M’e only consider the closed orbit af~cr substantial correc- 

tion. Lf;hcu the orbit is corrected its Fourier spectrum tends 
towards t,hat of white noise. The orbit correction reduces the 
clomirnmt. harmonics on either side of tlie tuuc while increasing 
tile other motlcs. Lf’e approximat,e this by assluning that the 
correctors “randoinize” tile orbit and thus l)oints on tither side 
of a corrector are uncorrelatrd. 

‘l’he closed orbit is found using the pei~iodic Green function 
for the ring. 7’11~ d ,’ . living c iin is: G(s) = G,, + 8~3G’, - li12/~~ t 1 
where 00 arc bend rotations. 0 ,,1 
c;,c 

are vertical misaliguments, and 
is the inverse bending radius of any vertical bending fields. 

Thus, the correlat.ion function Ibetwccn two points .s and s’ is 

(i/<(a’)yc(s)) = Ll4cmm p:, lCd2, 
4 siu” 7rvY vi 

Y’ s 

x (G(2)G( 2 j COS’ COS) 

\rtlfw ;? = dy(-“). cos = coY(~y(s) - ?/I!,(‘) + xv?/), cos’ = 
COS(&~(S’) - ~~(2) + TV.,,), and C is the ring circumference. 

c \Tor!i supported hy tlic Department of lhcrgy, contract, 11E-,l(JU3- 
;FSI~ilo515 

Equation (1) can be written as the square of the closed orbit 
at s multiplied by both cos A$) and the square root of the beta 
functions, plus a term of order As/C. Since we assume that 
many dipole correctors are used, As/C will be snlall. Thus we 
approximate the correlation function as 

MY,) = dejy 

cos A$, No correctors 
between s and s’ 

Y 
. 0, Otherwise 

(3) 
where A$ = Vet - T)~(s) and the term (y~)//J, is the square 
of the residual orbit after correction, h’ote that although we 
could improve the approximation by assuming that the correla- 
tion decays in some manner, rather than just dropping to zero, 
our approximation should illustrate the essential behavior. 

VERTICAL DISPERSION 

In the limit of small coupling, the equation for the vertical 
dispersion is 

vy” + I~lVy = Iizyc7jz - El?f, - G,, + Ir’lY, (3) 

where 7/z is the unperturbed horizontal dispersion and llVr, zr, 
and Ii2 are t,he normalized quadrupole, skew quadrupole, and 
scxtupole strengths respectively. The solution for riy is found in 
the same mauner as is the closed orbit, nruncly, by using the 
periodic Green function for the ring. The solution is 

- Sic 

rly = g$ / ~cos(dy(s) - 4J.z) + ai/y)l;‘dz (‘1) 
9 

where I;‘(Z) = (lir + KJ?J~)~~ - kl~)~ - C,,. Notice that the 
term (lir + 1<~;ri~)2/~ is proportional to the locul chromaticit):; 
the chromaticit,y is given by 

,cy e cl%! - = -& f(KI $ zi21/x)pydS 
cll,/l~O 

Thus the vertical dispersion can be reduced by tising local chro- 
matic correction which reduces the driving term F’(z). 

We can now calculate the vertical dispersion due to an en- 
semble of random errors. First we will preseut well known re- 
sults for random quadrupole misalignments and bend rotations. 
Then we discuss the eflects of a corrected closed orbit. Because 
a closed orbit is correlated from point t,o point, the effects differ 
f, iorn those of raudom errors. In this paper lye only consider a 
corrected closed orbit; the case of an uncorrected orbit is dis- 
cussd in Itefs. I-3. 

‘1’lle equation for (rjy2)//jY is: 

(VY’) 
.v+c> 

1 

ii3,=” 1s 
4 ,jn T”y .s 

~I~rl~‘~(coscos’~~2(~,s’)) (6) 

where ,8’, cos, and cos’ are defined as the); \\:cre in Eq. (1). The 
function F2(Z, 2) is 

I+( 2, 2’) = 41ilI~:oo’?~z?/~ + I~?Ii:y,ny~,?]~71: 

+ GG’ - 2Gy;f’ + y,y;ff’ , (7) 

where the primed quantities are functions of 2. In addition, f (2) 
is proportiona. to the local cliromaticity: f(2) = I;‘1 + Ii2vZ. 
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Ikause the errors are uncorrelated, the first three terms of 
E<l. (G) ill‘c‘ 

(Vy2jsd misalign 1 
(s) 

(riy2)dlpole kicks {?I:) 

py =d,’ 

where t,he term (y,3}/& in Eq. (9) is equal to the square of the 
residual of t,he corrected orbit. 

The next two terms can be written as a function of the closed 
orbit correlation function -- Eq. (2). For the fourth term, we 
find 

( > 
(lly2) 

@Y 4 

~ -1 (YZjJ COST% 
2sin7;Vy i?y Or ’ 

wlic:rc iVc:,,,,- is quaI to the number of correctors and we have 
assumed that the correctors are uniformlv distributed. Note that, 
\ve have avc%ragc,tl over s since WP are not interested in tllc explicit 
s dependanct~. 

The function J,% was introduced in Ref. 3; it is the fouricr 
traIlsform of the chromaticity function f/f: 

c 

Jr& = 
I 

dS(Kl + Ic-?7f,)pyti’L~ ) (11) 

0 

where 4 = J&//3 y~y so d(C) - o(O) = 2n. Notice that Jo i? 
propol.tional to the vertical chromaticity, Eq. (5): Jo = -4x,‘,. 

IJinally. the fifth term of &:(I. (6) is 

1 (Y%) 1 ~__ 
IGsin2 xl/ 8 I\‘. 

Ji + lJm12 
y y 1 <.O,L 

+ ~(~IJJ/” + IJrn+lI1’ + IJ,~--1/‘)sillc3j.IT/~~~~~r 

(12) 

, 
]=l 1 

\i.l~cre 111 is 1 tie integer nfnrcst to 2vy and sine z = sin x/z. The 
sine ’ function will decrease rapidly as j increases. The width of 
ttle function is roughly j +- II’,-,,, /2. This shows that as the oi’- 
hit is correckd more components of f,8 contribute to the vertical 
tlispprsion. As in the case of the uncorrected orbit, the camp<,- 
nrnts ihat are sampled are centcretl about the frequencies 0 and 
2~~. If no large additional components of fB are sampled, t.11~ 
dispc~rsiol~ of the corrfxted orbil sliould be smaller than that of 
an uncorrected orbit; orbit correction reduces the residual orhit, 
(yj)/3 alltl 1h(! fxtor 1 /A’=,,, further decreases the contribution. 

Now, given the vertical dispersion, we can calculate the COW 
tAlJ\ltioll t.o thcl vcrtica.l ernittance. The Courant-Snyder diq)cr- 
sioli inTxriarit 7-1, is equal to Z(rl,‘)/&. Thus, the emittance 
is 

tg disp x 7.(iS x 10-‘3L”.\ ’ (,r?) f IC13ds 35, (II’) 2 
J, by $ C2ds 

=-.--H 
J9 /Yy *’ ’ (13) 

whore, for conrznicnce, we have used the relative energy spread 
to siulplifhr ttlcb c~sprcssion. Ilcrc, J, is the longit,udinal damping 
par I itioli <~lltl 0, is the relative energy spread. 

Irl l“igurc 1 wc have plot letI the vertical tlispersion in the 
Nortll tlaml~iiig ring (NDII) 01‘tlke Stallford Liilear Collider (SLC’) 
vs. 111c Wrticnl chronlaticity. ‘I’lle points were found by silllulat- 
ing rillldo:lI cluatlrupolr nlignlnent errors yrir = 150 pm. ‘I’IIP re- 
iul:iug closc~l orbit hcas thrn corrected with 10 dil)olc currcctol,s 
Ilsi:lg au RhIS millimizatiorl procedure. The data points IVPIX 
calcula~c~l frown t,en dii’frrrnl carror dist rihlltions and t11c das!~c~l 

curve was calculated from Eqs. (9), (lo), and (12). Notice that 
the analytic results agree quite well with the simulation. 

1’1’11”“1’11’1”“1”‘~’ 
- NDRl - 10 correctors 

Misalign. RMS 150 ,um ,<’ P - 
Orbit RMS 315 pm 

10-B 

-7.5 -5 -2.5 0 2.5 
Vertical Chramaticity 

Fig. 1. Vertical dispersion vs. chromaticity. 

In Figure 2, we have plotted the contribution from the ver- 
tical dispersion to the emittance for the chromatically corrected 
ring. Here, we have scaled the vertical emittance by (TJ~)/& and 
we have plotted the contribution vs. the number of correctors 
used to correct the orbit. Notice that our approximations agree 
very well when iv=:,,,, > 1. Also notice that, initially, the scaled 
emittance increases; this occurs since J, has a large mode at the 
ring supcrperiodicity, NS = 2, which is sampled when the orbit is 
corrected. After the initial increase, the contribution decreases 
as l/~~cor, as expected. 
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Fig. 2. Vertical emittance vs. N,,,,. 

LINEAR COUPLING 

The equation for the vertical betatrou motion is 

y; + K,y;r N (k, + A&)x/j 

We use this to calculate the change in z/a. In addition to beta- 
tron oscillations, the motion damped due to radiation damping. 
Tlius.after N turus, y,~ is equal to 

yd(C) = y~c-‘vTouy sin(2ni\‘vy + &) 

N illrils 
+ c (gLsg)iJ&iqqe-(N-‘)Go~ sin(2xNYy - v,) 

(15) 

r=l 

where yo is the initial amplitude. r;‘b is the revolution period, and 
oY is the vertical damping rate. Also, 9 = z1 + II’z~/~, I, is the 
Icugth of magnet i, and ,$i is the vertical phase at element i. 

The equilibrium cmittance is found by averaging the eql~i- 
librium value of y$/,!?, ovf’r an ensemble of particles. Thus, lye 

calculate the cmittance by finding (z/j}/;YU as N + 00. Tllis 
vic,lds 

c g ( s ) M N’& a ,~‘~se-(:v-l-I’ir,o, f$J(13,],3,) 
1,t’ 3,j’ (16) 

( .1.~*,3.r,~*‘,]‘!~cos(b!‘y‘,:, - lilJyt’,j’) 
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Note that \YP have written thr: product of 111~ t\vo sines as the 
tliifcrcnw of t\Vo cosines and have only kept. tile d,, i,j - 71s it,)’ 
ternI. TliC~ w;(ti~,,,, + ti~,*‘,f) t erm \vill he snlall u111css Zu, = 11. 

‘l’llis can bc Ellrthcr simplified by win, [r the correlation fullc- 
t ion for ll~r x betatrou mot iou. If o~ie ignorm synchrotron radia- 
l ion. t 11~s ml~wlal ion function is equal to the einitt,ance rnult.iplied 
by IxitlL the square root, of t.he beta functioils arid t,lle cosine of 
t11~ plmsr tliffct~~nc~r~. The radiation, wllich is a Aociiastic pro- 
ctxi, cii,lws I11c correlation funcliou to decay exponentially with 
A..<. ‘r1llls, 

(.i.,i(,s).r;j(s’)) z t,&qij&qcos A$,dJ-~~‘“=‘C , (17) 

\cI~cw or is tllcx horizontal damping rat,?. 

\Yc calculate the sum over turns in Eg. (16) as iV + co 
aud \v:it!l the assumption that we arc far from t,hc coupling rcs- 
ouauccs. Tile contrihlltiou from both the sum a11d difference 
rcsona”c~~s is t.hm 

s+c s+C 

tz 0, + *y 
45) = Ic;- J J cl.? dz’d4L7b’)Jm 

OY s s 
cos(A7~, + Ai,,) COS(AI~, - n&j 

sin’ 7r(l/, + Ily) 
+ 

SlI12 R(L$ - UY) 

(18) 
WIICI.C 9 = (I;-1 + I<9yC), AU: = 7/l(t) - ti(Z’), alld we will dcriote 
T 1;~ flmctiou of thus damping rates as zi, E E (oz + ay)/aV. Fi- 
na1ly~ 11ojii.e tllat \ve have dropped the averaging bracltcts from 
!I( :)q( 2): all lwam particles will have i.h(, same closed orbit pro- 
vided Lhat ?jc >> 7/ubll/E. 

This final rclat.iou is similar to the result found in Ref. 5. 
‘I’llcrr this c~rpression was derived by solving the Fokker-Planck 
rquatiou wllc:~~ closc~ to the differmce coupliug resonance. \I’? 
kwp both terms in !&I, (IS) since we have found that colltribu- 
tiolls front they sum rcsonanw can hc significant even w11c11 the 
t IIILCS are ciosc~~ to the diffcrcncc I‘CSOI~ICC. 

Now ivv illrllldr the c~ffects of boilI ralltloin wrors and a cor- 
~c~tc~l clus(~l c)rl,it. .l’h(x cluad:.upolc mtat ional wrors, wstupole 
Illisaiigi~rl1c.rlt.s~ antI the clowd orbit all colil,Gbutc i~~ilrl)~‘L1~1Crlt,ly. 
1’;jr rdudolll ?I r01’s. \v<’ fiud 

‘rhrsc relnt ioIls are similar tm equations used in Ref. G; the xla- 
t ions differ ii1 the form of ?i which is detcrmirlctl by the dalri])ing. 

llsixlg ],;(I. (2) for the closed orbit, we fiud for a corrected 
r~rhil wit11 :\;,,,, > 1. 

X “51 ~~lr~:H/c;)s,(~j~~i~~~ , 

llc n, 

whrrr thcb sum over Av arid 1c, is a sum over the two values of 
AU = {v, - v!,. V, + uy} and the two values of $1 associat,cd with 
md1 value for Ai/. ‘l’hc ~i\lues of $1 are 

{ 

!,‘.L + “?$y ailtl $>I, if AI/ = 11~ + l/Y 
ii’% zz 

y’r - “,$“&, alld 1:1,. if LYu = U, - I,,~ 
(‘1) 

So11, t!lat the illtcgral is calculated betwec’n corr<actors rathe 
thnil over the c%lltire ring. 

The iutcgrals in Eq. (20) are the same iutc>grnls one finds 
when using time dependant perturbation theory to calculate the 
cffcct of sestupoles on the hrtatron motion. The similarity arises 
hecause, over a short segment, the closed orbit oscillates like 
a frce betatron oscillation. It is important to einphasize that 
Equation (20) describes a.n effect due to linear coupli~lg riotice 
the resonant denominator in Eq. (20); it is not an effect of t,he 
third order difference resonances. Specifically, Lq. (20) is only 
valid when the closed orbit is broken into short srgmcwts (by 
correctors). 

Typically, when correcting the dynamic aperture, one ad- 
justs the sextupole strength and placement so that, thr first order 
aberrations will cancel over the ring. For example. in the NDl1, 
the cell phase advances are vZcell z 0.37 and ~~~~~~ E 0.12. This 
causes the first order geometric aberrations due t.o the sextupoles 
to cancel OVCI’ an arc of roughly 6.5 cells. Vnfortunatrly, when 
correcting tile orbit, we break this cancellation schc~l~, and thus 
the vertical emittance to gro\vs. 

In Figure 3 we plot the contribution to the, vertical cnlit- 
tarlce from linear collpling vs. the number of orbit correctors 
used. The points plotted are generated by sinlulating random 
misalignments in the NDR as was done in Figures 1 and 2. No- 
tice that there is a large variation in ty for different error distri- 
but,ions. This intlicates that the coupling is very sansit,ive to the 
act,ual closed orbit. The dashed line is an approximation of Eq. 
(20). Notice that the contribution increases roughly linearly with 
the number of correctors. Also notice that the magnitude of this 
effect, is greater than the contribution due to vertical dispersion. 
This has been true in all of the rings we have wamillcd. 
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SUMMARY 

In this paper we have presented simple fornlulas to estimate 
the vertical emittance in weakly coupled storage, rings. In par- 
ticular, wc consider the effect of a c-orrcctctl closed orbit, in gcn- 
eratilig vertical dispersion and linear coupling. ‘The wsulting 
formulas conrpare well with simlllations of corrected closed or- 
bits tluc t,o random alignment errors. 
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